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Figure 3.23: Intersection over union.

precision and recall should be first introduced. The intersection over union
(IoU) is a metric that measures the overlap between two bounding boxes.
It requires a ground-truth bounding box and a predicted bounding box. If
both bounding boxes are exactly the same, IoU achieves its maximum value
of one and if they do not intersect at all its value becomes zero. Fig. 3.23
illustrates the IoU between a ground truth bounding box (in green) and a
detected bounding box (in red). The IoU equation is formally defined as
follows:

IoU =
Bp ∩Bgt

Bp ∪Bgt

(3.11)

When evaluating object detection methods, two thresholds are usually
considered: the detection threshold, which indicates the confidence on the
detection and is used to filter predictions based on the desired confidence
level, and the IoU threshold. Predicted bounding boxes whose confidence
is above the detection threshold are considered true positives (TP) only
when the IoU is above the IoU threshold. If IoU is below this threshold,
the bounding box is considered a false positive (FP). If there are multiple
TPs for a given ground-truth label, usually the one with the highest IoU is
considered, while the others are considered FPs.

Other two basic metrics in object detection are precision and recall.
Precision is the ability of a detector to identify only the objects of interest
that actually exist (i.e. have been labeled). It is the percentage of correct
positive predictions, given by:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
=

TP

all detections
(3.12)

Recall, on the other hand, is the ability of a detector to find all the
relevant (i.e. labeled) bounding boxes. It is the percentage of true positives
detected among all the existing objects of interest, given by:
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Recall =
TP

TP + FN
=

TP

all relevant objects
(3.13)

In order to evaluate detection models, precision and recall are computed
for different detection thresholds and typically represented in a precision-
recall curve. If there are multiple object classes, each of them will have
their own precision-recall curve. Since curves are hard to compare with
each other, usually the average precision, computed as the area under the
precision-recall curve is used as a metric that summarizes the quality of
the detector. The highest the number, the better the detector. The mAP is
the mean of the average precisions for each object class. In our case, since
there is a single object class, ’aircraft’, the mAP is equivalent to the average
precision.

The 11-point interpolation is a standard method used to summarize the
shape of the precision-recall curve by averaging the precision at a set of
eleven equally spaced recall levels [0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1]. Instead of using the
precision observed at each possible value of recall, the AP is obtained by
interpolating the precision only at the 11 levels r, taking the maximum
precision whose recall value is greater than r:

AP11 =
1

11

∑
r∈{0,0,1,...,1}

ρinterp(r) (3.14)

If ρ(r̃) is the measured precision at recall r̃, then ρinterp is computed as
follows:

ρinterp(r) = max
r̃:r̃≥r

ρ(r̃) (3.15)

The public dataset presented earlier in this chapter and summarized in
Table 3.1 has been used for this evaluation. This dataset contains 24 videos,
combining 3 types of backgrounds, 2 types of aircraft and 4 types of tra-
jectories: head-on, tail-chase, left-right and right-left. From all these videos,
only the 6 videos with head-on encounters, which are the only ones showing
close-to-collision-course scenarios, have been considered for the evaluation
and the mAP achieved by each of the detection models has been computed.
From the remaining 18 videos, 12 of them have been entirely used for trai-
ning the YOLO detection models, leaving 6 out, which correspond to one
specific background from the three backgrounds available in the dataset.
This has been done on purpose to evaluate the capacity of all the tested
approaches to generalize to unseen backgrounds.

Additionally the processing time per frame of the different approaches
has been measured in two computing devices. This processing time includes
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both the sky segmentation and the aircraft detection stages. The devices
are a desktop computer equipped with a 6-core Intel i7 CPU running at
3.7 GHz and a NVidia Jetson TX2 embedded computer, in which Deep
Learning models can profit from GPU acceleration. The results in the TX2
can help understand which models could be more integrated on board small
UAVs and still operate at real-time frame rates.

3.4.3. Experiments and results

The mAP results for each of the six videos used in the evaluation can be
found in Table 3.7. About the influence of the type of aircraft, it does seem to
affect performance in videos 1FNB737/1FNC172 and 3FNB737/3FNC172,
usually in favor of the B737. The reason for this might be that in these
videos, the aircraft is visible until it is quite close to the camera, while in
the other two videos the trajectory of the intruder aircraft brings it out
of the image before its size becomes too large. Since the wingspan of the
Boeing 737 is around 2.5× larger than the Cessna C-172, this could explain
the differences in performance between aircraft in those videos. The reason
for the better results in the case of the Boeing 737 could be explained by
the fact that it has more features found in the windows, airline logo, etc.,
which make its detection easier.

In terms of detection performance, YOLOv4 obtained the highest mAP
for all video sequences. The proposed method achieves a higher mAP than
all other methods in half of the videos. The performance of the proposed
approach drops in videos 2FNB737/2FNC172, probably because, as already
mentioned, the aircraft escapes quickly from the scene, moving too fast in
the image plane for it to be tracked. The proposed method performs parti-
cularly better than the others, except for YOLOv4, in the most challenging
videos 3FNB737/3FNC172. For all the YOLO models, the performance in
these videos is much lower than in the other videos, indicating a lack of
generalization capacity. The performance of the proposed approach is more
stable across videos, with the smallest standard deviation across sequences,
indicating its greater robustness when dealing with unseen scenarios.

Because of the different input resolutions used in each detection model,
there are relevant differences in the smallest detectable aircraft. While YO-
LOv4 again can detect aircraft as small as 5×6 pixels, the proposed method
can detect aircraft of sizes as small as 5×7 pixels. YOLOv3 and the tiny
versions, with input resolutions of 416×416 pixels can only detect aircraft
with bounding boxes larger than 10×7 pixels. This is relevant for a DAA ap-
plication, as a timely detection can ensure enough time to plan and execute
an avoidance maneuver.
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Video
filename

1FNB737.avi 1FNC172.avi 2FNB737 2FNC172.avi 3FNB737.avi 3FNC172.avi

Intruder
aircraft

Boeing 737 Cessna 172 Boeing 737 Cessna 172 Boeing 737 Cessna 172

Comments
Heavy
clouds

Heavy
clouds

Clear
sky

Clear
sky

Cloudy +
vibrations

Cloudy +
vibrations

mAP
YOLOv3

0.690501 0.748744 0.996023 0.925438 0.385852 0.259667

mAP
YOLOv3-tiny

0.561003 0.195025 0.986464 0.847513 0.097805 0.050193

mAP
YOLOv4

0.980277 0.931344 0.996465 0.989388 0.694409 0.452174

mAP
YOLOv4-tiny

0.754661 0.497342 0.995858 0.957115 0.117289 0.165107

mAP
Proposed
method

0.793774 0.271605 0.438710 0.632496 0.590145 0.234239

Table 3.7: mAP for the evaluated detection algorithms

Input
resolution

[pix]

Intel i7-8700K
[ms]

NVidia Jetson TX2
[ms]

YOLOv3 416×416 7833 217
YOLOv3-tiny 416×416 696 34

YOLOv4 608×608 19984 427
YOLOv4-tiny 416×416 840 36

Proposed
method

1280×960 19 64

Table 3.8: Average processing time of the evaluated detection algorithms.

Finally, processing times have been computed for the same 500 frames in
each of the devices and the averaged results are presented in Table 3.8. The
proposed method outperforms by far all other methods when running on
CPU. With the TX2, that has a much less powerful CPU but offers GPU
resources, the proposed method is about 2× slower than the YOLO-tiny
versions and between 3 and 6× faster than the YOLO standards versions
even though, unlike YOLO, it does not profit from the GPU usage.

3.4.4. Conclusions and future works

An efficient algorithm for the detection of aircraft in collision course
has been implemented using classical Computer Vision techniques. The al-
gorithm leverages from the fact that aircraft in collision course appear as
static or near static features in the image plane. It uses morphological ope-
rations to extract high-contrast areas, which are tracked and discarded as
genuine threats if they move too fast in the image plane. The approach
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leverages on the sky segmentation algorithm described in Section 3.3.
While the dataset is quite challenging (small aircraft, some cluttered

skies, vibrations, etc.) and the proposed approach does not rely on any
machine learning techniques, it provides stable results, comparable with
the state-of-the-art of real-time object detection. As opposed to the other
models, the proposed approach does not require to downsample the image
and therefore retains the ability to detect very small targets with a very low
computational cost.

The proposed approach runs at about 15 Hz in an embedded device
and can reach 50 Hz in powerful CPUs. Providing a reasonable trade-off
between accuracy and speed. While deep learning models can speed up the
development of detection models and provide good performance for general
object detection, these models still have limitations when dealing with small
objects or unseen scenes, specially when limited training data is available.
However, further research in deep learning models and the next generation
of GPUs may soon change this reality.

As for future work, in order to further improve the speed of the mo-
del, particularly in embedded devices, the implementation of the detection
algorithm will be optimized including a GPU implementation, from which
certain operations, such as the morphological filtering, can profit a lot (Ka-
laiselvi et al., 2016).

3.5. Conclusions

In the context of the research and development of aircraft detection algo-
rithms for DAA systems, two aspects have not been paid enough attention.
The first one is the lack of common benchmarks for standardizing the per-
formance of vision-based detection and tracking algorithms, caused in part
by the complexity of obtaining relevant imagery. The second one is the de-
velopment of algorithms that can run under limited computing resources,
which is extremely relevant for their deployment in small-sized UAVs.

With the first aspect in mind, a general methodology for the generation
of realistic images with ground-truth information has been proposed, which
can be useful for the development and evaluation of DAA systems. Based
on this methodology, the software SIGS has been developed, providing a
tool for unlimited imagery generation of multiple kinds of mid-air collision
scenarios. The software creates images by blending a 3D-rendered aircraft
image with images from real flights, taking into account illumination, ca-
mera lens distortions and the out-of-focus effect achieving realistic results,
which have been validated by professional pilots. Within this software and
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based on a set of videos collected from a fixed-wing UAV, an algorithm
for the automatic detection of objects vibrating in the scene (i.e. the UAV
carrying the camera in this case) has also been implemented. Since the
UAV frame creates occlusions in these videos, the segmentation of the areas
where these occlusions happen can be used for simulating those occlusions
in the synthetically-generated imagery and could also be potentially used
in detection algorithms for masking out pixels which do not contain rele-
vant information for the visual detection, improving the efficiency of such
algorithms. The images generated with this software can be used for the
development and evaluation of vision-based DAA systems and have proved
to be a powerful benchmark with actual published research, therefore repre-
senting a significant improvement in the state of art of vision-based DAA
systems.

With the second aspect in mind, an efficient approach for sky segmenta-
tion and a methodology for aircraft detection that relies on that sky segmen-
tation approach have been designed, implemented and validated. Following
the “divide and conquer” principle suggested by other researchers in the
literature, the problem of aircraft detection is divided into the simpler pro-
blems of detection over the sky and ground regions, contributing to the
development of algorithms that can provide a more consistent performan-
ce over unseen scenarios by limiting the search area. For this purpose, the
analysis of a color space that is suitable for differentiating sky and ground
regions has been conducted. Following this analysis, a novel segmentation
strategy has been implemented, based on dividing the image into equally
sized patches, extracting color descriptors for each patch, classifying tho-
se color descriptors using a logistic regression classifier and post-processing
the segmented image to improve the quality of the results. The proposed
approach allows for an accurate and efficient segmentation at frame rates
varying between 10 and 34 Hz, depending on the image resolution and the
desired segmentation quality.

With respect to the aircraft detection problem, a methodology has been
proposed and tested through an algorithm, designed to have a low compu-
tational cost and focused on the detection of small aircraft in collision or
near-collision course. The algorithm leverages from the fact that aircraft in
collision course appear as static or near static features in the image plane.
It uses morphological operations to extract high-contrast areas in the sky
region. These areas are tracked and discarded as genuine threats if they
move too fast in the image plane. Using a dataset generated using the SIGS
software, with challenges such as few-pixel aircraft, some cluttered skies and
camera vibrations, the proposed algorithm provides the most stable results
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across sequences, and its performance is comparable to that of some of the
fastest real-time object detection algorithms in the state of art. As opposed
to the other models, the proposed approach does not require to downsample
the image and therefore retains the ability to detect very small targets with
a very low computational cost. This algorithm runs at about 15 Hz in an
embedded device and can reach 50 Hz in powerful CPUs.

As a final conclusion of this chapter, there is still a long way until UAVs
can rely on DAA systems based solely on vision due to their yet limited
reliability, but as in the case of autonomous cars, standardizing benchmarks
and simplifying the validation scenarios is the smart way to go in order to
prove and validate the extremely high contribution of vision in the general
problem of DAA. While deep learning can speed up the development of
object detection models and provide good performance for general object
detection, these models still show limitations when dealing with few-pixel
objects or unseen scenes, particularly when limited training data is available.
Hopefully, future research and developments in deep learning models and
in GPU technology will soon change this reality, bringing more accurate
and general solutions to the object detection problem and particularly for
autonomous UAVs.
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Algorithm 1 Aircraft detection algorithm
Input: src
Output: t

1: ρ← ρ0
2: wthreat ← w0

3: hthreat ← h0
4: output← close(src, element)− src
5: output← binaryThreshold(output, t0)
6: if wthreat > w or hthreat > h then
7: output← blur(output, wthreat/k + 1)
8: end if
9: for each region r in output do

10: if region ∈ maskoccluding objects then
11: maskground(r) = 255
12: continue
13: end if
14: descriptor ← computeDescriptor(r)
15: normalizedDescriptor ← normalizeDescriptor(descriptor, µ, σ)
16: P (sky, ground|r)← computeProbability(normalizedDescriptor,W, b)
17: if P (ground|r) > P (sky|r) then
18: maskground(r) = 255
19: else
20: maskground(r) = 0
21: end if
22: end for
23: output(maskground ∨maskoccluding objects) = 0
24: contours← findContours(output)
25: for each contour c in contours do
26: mc← computeMassCenter(c)
27: found = false
28: for each target t in targets do
29: if d2E(mc, t) < ρ then
30: found = true
31: t{position} ← mc
32: t{patience} ← t{patience}+ 1
33: t{total detections} ← t{total detections}+ 1
34: t{bounding box} ← getBoundingRectangle(c)
35: break
36: end if
37: end for
38: if not found then
39: targets← addTarget(mc, getBoundingRectangle(c),max patience)
40: end if
41: end for
42: for each target t in targets do
43: if t{patience} == 0 then
44: targets← removeTarget(t)
45: else
46: t{patience} ← t{patience} − 1
47: end if
48: if t{total detections} > δ0 then
49: wthreat ← t{bounding box}{width}
50: hthreat ← t{bounding box}{height}
51: declare t as threat
52: if t{bounding box}{area} > ρ then
53: ρ← t{bounding box}{area}
54: end if
55: end if
56: end for
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Chapter 4
Aircraft detection in the
thermal infrared spectrum

4.1. Introduction

In this chapter, the problem of aircraft detection in thermal infrared
(TIR) images has been researched. With the same focus on developing real-
time solutions that can run on board small UAVs applied throughout this
thesis work, an efficient approach for aircraft detection is presented, with a
resulting algorithm that has been implemented and evaluated. While ther-
mal cameras are typically used as one of the main sensing methods in anti-
UAV systems, the experiments in this chapter are aimed at evaluating the
possibility of integrating a thermal camera on board a UAV in order to
assess aircraft detection performance and identify its limitations. The prin-
ciple used for the detection has been the same followed by most authors in
the literature and aimed at detecting small areas of the image with stronger
pixel intensity than its surroundings, corresponding to the stronger heat
radiation signal coming from the aircraft. Some potential challenges can be
foreseen before tackling the problem: the low spatial resolution typically
present in thermal cameras, which limits magnification (i.e. large detection
range) when having the relatively wide FOVs required for situational aware-
ness; sensor noise, which prevents reliable detections based on low-intensity
signals; and potential false alarms caused by hot points in the scene, typi-
cally from objects on the ground. An Automatic Dependent Surveillance-
Broadcast (ADS-B) system is also integrated on board, which provides data
about collaborative aircraft in the surroundings of the UAV. In the second
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part of the chapter, two novel methods for attitude estimation, a problem
that can be derived from that of horizon line detection, are proposed and
evaluated. One of the methods relies on “classical” Computer Vision tech-
niques while the other one uses a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to
extract horizon features and estimate the pitch and roll camera angles from
a thermal image. Both methods are exhaustively compared with the state
of the art.

4.2. On-board detection system

In this work, an on-board aircraft detection system, combining ADS-B
and TIR imaging is proposed, integrated and evaluated. Additionally, a vi-
sible spectrum (VIS) camera is also integrated for reference. The objective
is to evaluate whether detection is possible using aerial TIR images, espe-
cially in those cases where VIS cameras would fail due to extreme lighting
conditions. An ADS-B receiver on board has been used not only to provide
information about surrounding aircraft, but also to assess the TIR detec-
tion range by matching the ADS-B data available with the captured TIR
images. To the best of the author’s knowledge, no previous experimental
evaluation of an on board system integrating ADS-B and image sensors has
been published.

4.2.1. System description

The proposed system combines two sensing technologies for the detection
of flying obstacles: an ADS-B receiver and a TIR camera. A VIS camera
has also been integrated in the system as a reference of the (visible) lighting
conditions of the scene. The whole system is depicted in Fig.4.1. Initial tests
were carried out by mounting the sensors on a stationary ground system,
shown in Fig.4.2 and logging and storing both VIS and TIR images and
ADS-B data using a laptop computer. The system was afterwards integrated
on board a quadrotor UAV.

Sensors

A Sagetech Clarity ADS-B receiver1 was used to receive ADS-B data.
The receiver has physical dimensions of 64×64×38mm and weights 156
grams. Full ADS-B messages, coded as 27 bytes of binary data have been
logged, including at least the following information:

1http://www.sagetechcorp.com/general-aviation-solutions/clarity-dual
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Onboard computer 
•ADS-B message decoding and logging 
•Synchronized RGB and TIR Image logging 

WiFi Link 
 

ADS-B receiver 
•ADSB message capture 

•ADSB message broadcasting using WiFi RGB Camera 

Thermal infrared 

(TIR) camera 

978Mhz UAT  
 

ADS-B equipped aircraft 
 

A/D video  

converter 

Gig-E Link 
 

USB 2.0 

 Link 
 

ADS-B  

ground station 

Figure 4.1: Main components of the proposed aircraft detection system.

Figure 4.2: Stationary ground system with both VIS and TIR cameras and
an ADS-B receiver.
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Target identity, a unique identifier for a given ADS-B device

Latitude and Longitude

Pressure altitude, referenced to 29.92 inches Hg

Horizontal and vertical velocities

Track/Heading

Callsign

Visible spectrum images were captured with a AVT Prosilica GT 1920C
camera with 1936×1456 resolution. The 5mm lens provides a 83◦×67◦ wide
field of view. The camera and lens weight approximately 310 grams.

A Flir Tau 2 LWIR camera based on an uncooled microbolometer was
used to capture TIR images. The camera has an image resolution of 640×512
and weights 90 grams. The 9mm lens provides a 69◦×56◦ wide field-of-
view. Thermal images can be acquired at a maximum rate of 30Hz. Analog
images, in which the pixel intensity is proportional to the LWIR radiation
received by the camera, have been digitalized using a standard A/D video
converter. No temperature measurements have been registered since, when
using thermal imaging, it is required to know the emissivity of the measured
surface and its distance from the camera in order to correctly estimate
temperature.

Regarding thermal image quality, there are other three factors which
should be considered besides image resolution: thermal sensitivity and pi-
xel uniformity. Thermal sensitivity defines how well an infrared camera will
image as contrast of the scene increases. It is usually defined by the noi-
se equivalent differential temperature (NEDT) parameter, which represents
the minimum increment of temperature between pixels that would produ-
ce a unitary signal-to-noise ratio. This is a relevant factor for having good
performance at long range, when weak signals coming from aircraft would
be comparable to noise. The Tau 2 camera used in the experiments fea-
tures a low NEDT, below 30mK at f/1. With respect to pixel uniformity,
there are several features in the Tau 2 camera which can help reduce the
effects of non-uniformities and image artifacts: automatic flat-field correc-
tion (periodically compensating for the different gains and dark currents in
each pixel detector) and plateau equalization (a variant of classic histogram
equalization, here mapping 14-bit to 8-bit images by using the cumulative
histogram of the 14-bit image as the mapping function). The last parameter
is the integration time and corresponds to the exposure time during which a
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detector is exposed to the incident IR photon radiations. In the case of the
thermal camera used here, it has an estimated value of 10 ms, which could
be a bit high for a camera moving at high speed. Also, it is important to
note that in the detectors of the Tau 2 and similar thermal cameras, there
is no way to reset the integrated signal from an earlier frame, because the
integration is more a physical than an electronic process. As IR radiation
arrives, it contributes to heating pixels, while at the same time there are
inherent mechanisms that allow heat to escape from those pixels. Because of
this, each pixel will have memory of the signal that was collected in previous
frames. Due to this cooling mechanism of pixels the contribution from past
frames will decay over time, but image artifacts such as tails on hot moving
objects may occur as a result. In conclusion, while the camera chosen for the
experiments is a high-end camera, some limitations may be faced in highly
dynamic flights due to the intrinsic nature of uncooled thermal imaging,
such as blur or unwanted image artifacts.

UAV system integration

All sensors have been integrated on board a DJI F450 quadrotor UAV,
shown in Fig.4.3. Images and ADS-B data from the sensors were logged and
stored using an onboard Intel NUC D53427RKE computer, equipped with
dual-core CPU running at 1.8 GHz. The UAV with the integrated system
had a takeoff weight of 3 Kg and an endurance close to 15 minutes using
a 10000 mAh Li-Po battery. TIR and RGB images were simultaneously
acquired at 10 fps while all incoming ADS-B messages were stored upon re-
ception. A satellite-based time-stamp was also stored for each pair of images
and for each ADS-B message with the purpose of a posterior matching of the
ADS-B messages with the detections of the corresponding aircraft emitting
those ADS-B messages. By matching images with ADS-B data, distance to
the visually-detected aircraft is obtained, which can be used to estimate the
visual detection range.

Aircraft detection methodology

Distant aircraft appear, both in VIS and TIR images, as small (subpixel
to a few pixels) contrast features. The main difference between both spectra
relies in the fact that, while in VIS images aircraft generally appear with
either positive or negative contrast with respect to the local background,
an aircraft within the detection range of a thermal camera will most times
radiate with higher intensity than its surrounding background.

Another problem in aircraft detection that is also common to both VIS
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Figure 4.3: UAV prototype. Both VIS and TIR cameras and an ADS-B
receiver have been integrated on board a small quadrotor.

and TIR imaging is the presence of false positives coming from high-contrast
points in the ground region. Following the same principle of “divide-and-
conquer” common in the literature of DAA systems and discussed in the
previous chapter, the segmentation of the sky region can be adopted as a
simplification and first approach to the problem. This reduces the compu-
tational burden of the intensive image processing and thus, the analysis can
be focused on the sky region alone. In this way, aircraft are detected only
above the horizon line and more powerful algorithms could be implemented
in the future that extract features allowing detections below the horizon
line.

The detection algorithm proposed works as follows. First, the sky is seg-
mented by detecting the horizon line. Then, a search of contrast features is
performed by means of morphological image processing. Finally a threshol-
ding and blob detection procedure extract the aircraft present in the image.
Detections are tracked using a mean-shift tracking strategy.

Horizon line detection

The first step was to come up with an approach that could differentiate
the area below the horizon from the area above it. For the sake of simplicity,
the horizon line has been modeled with a straight line, a common approach
for sky segmentation. First, the image histogram is equalized in order to
normalize the intensity of the image. Then, for an image of width w and
height h, the horizon line is given by points Pl and Pr, located on both image
lateral rows and whose vertical position can be computed using Algorithm
2, where, I(i, j) is the image intensity function, and n and t have been
empirically set to 1/8 of the image height and 0.15, respectively, for best
results. The operation of the algorithm is simple. First, the image is split
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into two subimages with the same height and half the original width. For
each of these sub-images, left and right, image intensities are summed across
columns for each row in the image and then the cumulative sum of the
resulting column is computed. Going across the values of the cumulative
sum column, from the top down, whenever the cumulative sum exceeds a
threshold, that row will correspond to the row of points Pl and Pr.

Algorithm 2 Horizon line detection
Input: I
Output: Pl, Pr

1: for each row i in [1, h] do

2: fl(i) =
∑w/2

k=1 I(i,k)

w/2

3: fr(i) =
∑w

k=w/2 I(i,k)

w/2

4: end for
5: for each row i in [1, h− n] do

6: gl(i) =
∑i+n

k=i fl(k)

n

7: gr(i) =
∑i+n

k=i fr(k)

n

8: end for
9: i = 1

10: while gl(i+ 1)− gl(i) > t ∧ i < h− 1 do
11: Pl = (i+ 1, 1)
12: i = i+ 1
13: end while
14: i = 1
15: while gr(i+ 1)− gr(i) > t ∧ i < h− 1 do
16: Pr = (i+ 1, 1)
17: i = i+ 1
18: end while

Morphological image processing

As covered in chapter 2, various morphological filters have been proposed
in the literature for aircraft detection in TIR images for enhancing small
high-contrast areas. The top-hat operation with a squared kernel box has
been chosen here. Let Y ⊕ S and Y 	 S denote the dilation and erosion
respectively of a grayscale image Y by a morphological structuring element
S, which acts as a cut-off parameter for filtering out features that are too
large to be of interest, the top-hat transformation is defined by Eq. 4.1.
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TH(Y, S) = Y − [(Y 	 S)⊕ S] (4.1)

After the morphological filtering operation, a simple binary thresholding
operation removes spurious low-contrast points, which usually appear in
cluttered skies or on objects with high thermal contrast. Thresholded pixels
are marked as detections if their intensity in the original TIR image is above
a certain constant threshold.

Images and ADS-B data matching

In order to estimate the distances to the detected aircraft, images were
matched with their corresponding ADS-B messages. A desktop application
(Fig. 4.4) was developed to visualize the contents of the ADS-B messages
logged, including:

Longitude, latitude and altitude above sea level (ASL) of the ADS-B
receiver.

Longitude, latitude and altitude ASL of the aircraft emitting the ADS-
B message.

Time at which each message was received.

Euclidean distance from ADS-B receiver to the aircraft, computed
after converting the longitude, latitude and altitude ASL to 3D UTM
coordinates.

For a given visual detection in the TIR images, the matching procedure
with the ADS-B data was performed by assigning to the ADS-B message
the closest aircraft within the camera’s field of view. This was enough to
correctly match detections and ADS-B messages. The distance was compu-
ted as the mean of the distances indicated by the ADS-B messages received
right before and right after the image capture time. No distance was assig-
ned to a given detection if no ADS-B messages were received from positions
within the camera’s field-of-view. In case of multiple detections within a
single TIR image, ADS-B messages were assigned in order as a function of
their distance, assigning those ADS-B messages received from the closest
aircraft to those detections with the strongest contrast signals.
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Figure 4.4: Screenshot of the application developed for visualizing the po-
sitions of aircraft broadcasting ADS-B messages and their timestamps.

4.2.2. Data collection

Both ground-based and airborne data were collected for an evaluation of
the proposed system in Tempe, AZ between April and June, 2015. Collected
data included more than 5000 image pairs of RGB and TIR synchronized
frames of fly-by aircraft scenes together with the ADS-B messages captured
during the footage. Images contain a variety of lighting and cloud conditions,
shown in Fig. 4.5. In these images, small rectangles indicate detections,
while larger rectangles with magnified detections have been superimposed
for visualization purposes. Detections captured on camera include not only
different flying aircraft but also birds, shown in Fig. 4.5 c and d.

Ground images were collected from a building rooftop at a height of
approximately 35m from the ground. Additionally, the UAV prototype per-
formed four flights for data collection from the top of a parking facility,
flying up to 10m above floor level. Both cameras were operated in full auto
mode.

4.2.3. Experiments and results

This section presents the results of running the proposed algorithms on
the captured images. Firstly, some results showing the robustness of the
horizon line detection are shown. Visual detection ranges have been esti-
mated by matching the thermal images with ADS-B messages. Secondly,
detections using automatic thermal camera settings are discussed. Finally,
results showing enhanced detection range by manually modifying thermal
camera settings are presented. An immediate conclusion is that detection
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i) (j)

Figure 4.5: Examples of VIS (left) and TIR images (right), captured at
different times of the day and with different cloud conditions. All images
show highlighted flying aircraft, except c and d, which show a bird.
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Figure 4.6: Automatic horizon line detections under different challenging
scenarios. Above, a frame captured with the ground-based prototype sho-
wing a cluttered sky and some solar panels with low thermal radiation.
Below, images captured during a flight over concrete heated by the sun.

using thermal images is not affected by the different cloud/lighting condi-
tions. Most cases show that while detections are clearly visible to the human
eye in the TIR images, human-eye detection on RGB images is more diffi-
cult, especially under cluttered skies (Fig. 4.5e), with front sunlight (Fig.
4.5g) or at night (Fig. 4.5i).

Some effects have been observed that advise against the use of microbo-
lometers for use in highly-dynamic scenes or for continuous operation. Due
to the relatively high integration time, blur occurs in some of the captured
images when the UAV makes abrupt movements. Additionally, the FFC,
required to ensure homogeneous pixel sensitivity, causes the camera to pe-
riodically freeze for 0.4 seconds during FFC recalibration. This prevents the
camera from a continuous monitoring operation.

The horizon line detection algorithm showed robust and qualitatively
accurate results, only shifting the position of the horizon line by a few
pixels under extreme thermal radiation conditions. Examples of the horizon
line detection results are shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Detection algorithm performance

Intra-frame detections under different lighting and thermal radiation
conditions are shown in Fig. 4.9. Detections in frame sequences showing
the capabilities of the system in both a video sequence during flight and a
ground-based video sequence are shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, respectively.
The use of the thermal camera in full auto mode causes image contrast and
brightness to constantly adapt to variations in the thermal radiation coming
from the scene in order to optimize the image appearance, complicating
contrast-based detections. For example, the hot concrete surfaces shown in
Fig. 4.7 make automatic detections a challenging problem. The camera is
continuously adjusting its dynamic range to the radiation received from a
large hot area, therefore decreasing the contrast of objects whose thermal
radiation signal is relatively low, such as distant aircraft.

The implementation was tested on four video sequences. Parameters
were adjusted to minimize false positives, typically coming from elevated
structures, such as street lamps, achieving a detection precision of 100.00 %
and leading to an average recall rate of 65.94 %. Results for each of the
video sequences are presented in table 4.1. It is important to highlight the
importance of the horizon line detector. Without a correct segmentation of
the sky/ground areas, many false positives from hot points in the ground
area would appear. Also it can be noted that night images have caused a
drop in performance, probably due to the lower thermal radiation coming
from the aircraft at night, when the aircraft receives no sun radiation that
heats it up or that can be reflected. This causes lower contrast and a lower
number of detections triggered in the presence of an aircraft than during
the day. The average processing time for the proposed detection algorithm
was 20 ms per frame. The algorithm was run off line, on a desktop computer
equipped with an Intel i7 quad-core processor running at 3.4 GHz.

Detection ranges for automatic visual detections are shown in Table 4.2.
Other reported vision-based SAA systems using high-resolution VIS came-
ras reported maximum detection ranges of 3.7 Km (Zsedrovits et al., 2011),
4.83Km (Minwalla et al., 2012) and 8.04 Km (Dey et al., 2011). The propo-
sed system provided a maximum detection range of 5.09 Km with full auto
camera settings and up to 10.17 Km using manual settings. The proposed
system successfully demonstrates on-board detection capabilities under cha-
llenging lighting conditions, day and night, while also being able to detect
surrounding aircraft by means of an ADS-B receiver.
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